Musical Alphabet Worksheet 2

This Worksheet will test your knowledge of the musical alphabet: the building blocks of music.

1. Complete this series using natural notes:
   C _ _ F G A _ C

2. Complete this series using natural notes:
   A B _ _ _ F G A

3. Write the other names for these notes:
   a. A #
   b. B #
   c. E b
   d. D b
   e. F b

4. What is it called when you raise a note by a half step?

5. What is it called when you lower a note by a half step?

6. What is the definition of an enharmonic?

7. What is the definition of an octave?
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Answers:

1. C D E F G A B C
2. A B C D E F G A
3. 
   a. B ♭
   b. C
   c. D ♯
   d. C ♯
   e. E
4. Sharp
5. Flat
6. An enharmonic is an example of two notes with the same pitch. (Can also be read as one pitch with two names)
   Ex. E ♭ and D ♯.
7. An octave is the range of notes from one letter name to the next pitches of the same letter name.
   Ex. From A to A.